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I. INTRODUCTION

Hierarchical scheduling is a current trend in embedded software, with applications ranging from multimedia applications [3] to
safety-critical domains such as the civil aviation, aerospace and automotive industries [4]. The need for independent development
and arbitrary number of levels are the main motivation and advantages of compositional analysis; compositionality is the property
of a complex system that can be analysed by analysing some properties of its components (without knowing their internal structure
or hierarchy) and the way they are composed. In this sense, a component comprises a workload, a scheduler, and a resource
supply. Compositional analysis comprises three main points [5]. (i) Local schedulability analysis Analysing the schedulability
of a component’s workload upon its scheduler and resource supply. (ii) Component abstraction Obtaining the component’s
interface from its inner characteristics. (iii) Interface composition Transforming the set of interfaces abstracting the real-time
requirements of individual subcomponents into an interface abstracting the requirement of scheduling them together according to
a given intercomponent scheduling strategy.

Motivation and problem: Multiprocessors are entering the realm of embedded systems, namely safety-critical and hard real-
time systems as those employed in the aerospace and the automotive industries. However, the multiprocessor capabilities are
routinely not exploited, because of a lack of support in terms of verification and certification [6]. Due to these industries’ prevalent
use of and interest in TSP systems, compatibility between TSP and platforms with multiple processors, both identical and non-
identical, is highly desired. The ARINC 653 specification, a standard for TSP systems in civil aviation and aerospace, shows
limited support thereto [7]. To allow reusing the obtained results in a wider range of systems and applications, we approach this
problem through compositional analysis of hierarchical scheduling frameworks (HSF), of which TSP systems are a special case.

Contributions: In [1], we presented the problem of compositional analysis of HSFs on uniform multiprocessors. In this fast
abstract, we overview the progress made on the problem since then, and some ongoing work. For a detailed description with
proofs, the reader is referred to [2]. This is the first work explicitly dealing with compositional analysis of HSFs on uniform
multiprocessor platforms. Our contributions so far [2] are: (i) the uniform multiprocessor resource (UMPR) model to serve as a
component interface for compositional analysis; (ii) a sufficient local schedulability test for sporadic task workloads using global
EDF (gEDF) on the UMPR resource model; (iii) component abstraction guidelines to select the platform for the UMPR interface;
We also briefly describe how we are dealing with the remaining open point — interface composition/intercomponent scheduling.

Related work
Compositional analysis: There is no previous literature explicitly dealing with compositional analysis of HSFs on uniform

multiprocessor platforms. Approaches for identical multiprocessors include the multiprocessor periodic resource (MPR) model;
an MPR interface (Π,Θ,m) abstracts the provision of Θ processing units over every period with Π time units length over a virtual
platform consisting of m identical unit-speed processors [8]. The UMPR extends the MPR for uniform multiprocessors; we chose
the MPR because of its simplicity and compositionality potential; other approaches present a less pessimistic approach, at the
expense of less simple abstractions specifying the individual contribution of each processor in the virtual platform [9]–[11].

gEDF on dedicated uniform multiprocessors: Schedulability analysis of gEDF on uniform multiprocessors was introduced by
Funk et al. [12]. Baruah & Goossens [13] provide a sufficient gEDF-schedulability test for constrained-deadline sporadic task sets
of uniform multiprocessors; we extend their approach, since their analysis does not take into account that the platform may be at
times partially or totally unavailable.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Task model: A component C comprises a workload (task set) T , with n constrained-deadline sporadic tasks τi
def
= (Ti, Ci, Di).

We denote by δmax(T )
def
= maxτi∈T

Ci

Di
the maximum density among all tasks in T . The demand bound function DBF(τi, t) gives

an upper bound to the maximum cumulative execution requirement by jobs of sporadic task τi which have both their arrival and
deadline times within any time interval with length t [13].

Platform and scheduling model: We assume a uniform multiprocessor platform with m processors, defined and represented
as π def

= {si}mi=1, with 1.0 ≥ si ≥ si+1 > 0.0 for all i < m. Each si represents a processor’s schedulable utilization; this
value corresponds to the amount of processor capacity units it provides within one time unit; the total capacity of the platform is
expressed as Sm(π)

def
=

∑m
i=1 si. We also make use of the lambda parameter, λ(π)

def
= maxm−1`=1

∑m
j=`+1 sj

s`
, which and abstracts

how close is π to an identical multiprocessor platform [12]. We also assume a work-conserving global EDF scheduling strategy
with unrestricted migration; without loss of generality, we refer to it simply as gEDF.

This paper partly reports progress on the problem presented at RTSOPS 2012 [1], and summarizes results described in [2]. This work was partially supported
by FCT/Égide (PESSOA programme), through the transnational cooperation project SAPIENT; by the EC, through project IST-FP7-STREP-288195 (KARYON);
and by FCT, through project PTDC/EEI-SCR/3200/2012 (READAPT), multiannual funding to LaSIGE (UI 408), and Doctoral Grant SFRH/BD/60193/2009.



Resource model — UMPR: To solve the described problem, we propose the uniform multiprocessor periodic resource model,
extending and generalizing the MPR model. An interface expressed with the uniform multiprocessor periodic resource (UMPR)
model U def

= (Π,Θ, π) specifies the provision of Θ units of resource over every period of length Π over a virtual uniform
multiprocessor platform π. The supply bound function SBF(U , t) expresses the minimum resource supply U guarantees over
any time interval of length t (see [2] for its definition).

III. LOCAL SCHEDULABILITY TEST

We extend Baruah and Goossens’s [13] “busy interval” analysis, taking into consideration that the processors available to the
component at each instant may not be the fastest processors in the platform. Due to this, we introduce some pessimism regarding
the upper bound on the number of jobs that carry in some execution into the “busy interval” (ν).

Theorem 1 (See proof in [2]). Let ν = m − 1. A component C comprising a constrained-deadline sporadic task set T is
schedulable under gEDF using a UMPR interface U = (Π,Θ, π), if for all tasks τk ∈ T and all Ak ≥ 0,

n∑
i=1

DBF(τi, Ak +Dk) + (ν + λ(π)) · (Ak +Dk) · δmax(T ) ≤ SBF(U , Ak +Dk) . (1)

IV. COMPONENT ABSTRACTION

For the (identical) multiprocessor resource model, the technique presented in [8] to generate the component interface for C
consists of (i) assuming Π is specified by the system designer; (ii) computing the values of Θ and m so that C is schedulable with
the least possible resource bandwidth (Θ/Π); for the computation of the schedulability to become tractable, the SBF is replaced by
a linear lower bound. For the UMPR, component abstraction is not this simple, because the notions of numbers of processors and
total capacity are no longer represented together as only m (and consequently the number of candidate virtual platforms for each
component explodes). On the other hand, the available physical platform may impose restrictions on this. As such, we assume both
period Π and platform π are specified (for instance, as a requirement presented to the component’s developers by their contractor,
which will in the end integrate the multiple components), and only Θ needs to be computed to guarantee schedulability. We
nevertheless provide important analytically proven guidelines for the selection of platform π.

1) For the same number of processors and total capacity, UMPR interfaces with non-identical uniform multiprocessor platforms
are better than those with identical multiprocessor platforms. This is coherent with previous findings in the literature [13].

2) UMPR interfaces with platforms providing the same total capacity with a lower number of faster processors are better than
those with a greater number of slower processors.

Our experiments with randomly generated task sets are consistent with these guidelines.

V. ONGOING: INTERCOMPONENT SCHEDULING AND INTERFACE COMPOSITION

We have proven experimentally [2] and analytically that, in the presence of uniform multiprocessor platforms, classical gEDF
scheduling does not guarantee compositionality. We currently have the definition of a scheduler, umprEDF, that guarantees that
the effective supply that each component receives is consistent with the interface derived for it. We are working on formally
proving its properties, and on interface composition (deriving a global-level resource interface).
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